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Abstract: This paper analyzes the classic Theory of Cartographic Communication, and then brings 

on a Theory of Cartographic Communication based on modern computer. Some characteristic of 

the classic Theory of Cartographic Communication based on modern computer is discussed. Then 

analyzes the characteristic of this theory, and develop a model that based on modern computer. This 

article discusses the following 3 issues: 1 The classic Theory of Cartographic Communication.    

2 Introduce the Theory of Cartographic Communication based on modern computer. 3 conclusion. 

Summarize this theory and think it should be consummated more. 
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1 The classic cartographic communication theory 
The communication of map information namely points to the selection and symbolization of 

geographic environment information from the map and the process of recognition and 

translation by the user. Only if the coded information has been identified and translated does the 

communication of map information complete. It is observed that, from the point of theoretical 

investigation, there is no other concept has more influence on cartology in the recent decades. 

The proposal of this concept leads to prodigious changes to the function of map and the 

cognition to cartology and brings up new discussions to the content that the cartology studied. 

(1) The basic content of cartographic communication theory 

The cartographic communication system, as general transfer system, is composed of 

information source, information channel and receiver. Here, the cognition of the designer to 
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objectivity corresponds to information source ； The geo information is symbolized 

(corresponding to encoding) and draw to map. Map is the carrier and the channel of 

information. The receiver unscrambles the symbols from map and forms the cognition to 

objectivity. It is now that the process of information communication complete. The 

cartographic information communication model was first brought in by A.Kolacny, a 

cartography scientist from Czechoslovakia. He brought up the concepts of cartographic 

information and communication of cartographic information. These concepts were accepted by 

some cartography scientists and were considered as the conception of general information 

theory in cartography to explain the essence and purpose of map and cartography. The model 

is showed in figure 1.  
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Figure 1: The cartographic communication model of A.Kolacny 

 

It is showed that conventional cartographic communication systemic model is making up of four 

parts. The interaction of these four parts constitutes the whole process of cartographic 

information. These four processes are showed as follows: 

� The acquisition of geographic environment information: Map maker observes and apprehends 

geographic environment (utilizing direct or indirect method) on the basis of specialized 

knowledge and skills and forms a type of multidimensional mental map. 

 



� The formation of the geo information carrier: According to user's demand and the mental map, 

which is formed in map maker's mind, utilizing symbol system and cartographic convention, in 

other words, basing on the map language, to generate the geo information carrier---map. These 

course direct influences to following two transports whether can go with a swing, and should be 

paid highly attention. 

� Comprehension on geographic environment information: Map user gets map and read map 

according to map language and decipher map symbols to get comprehension on geographic 

environment and its attributes. 

� Formation the mental map of geographical spatial information: Map user forms a type of 

mental map according to his comprehension on geographic environment. Such mental map can 

be converted to his practical activity as well as be further processed to enlarge his cognition to 

geographic environment and its attributes. 

(2) Qualification of cartographic information transmission. 

During the cartographic information transmission, several qualification listed below must be 

fulfilled to make it go with a swing otherwise it will be interrupted or blocked. 

� No matter the spatial relation is obtained from map or on the spot and no matter it carries the 

cognition of the map maker or is just a copy; a mental map must be generated in mind. In other 

words, both the author's cognition and the user's cognition to the actuality must contain the 

ingredient of mental map. 

� Both the author and user of the map must understand the same language, named map 

language, a salient feature which makes cartographic information communication differ form 

other information transmission. 

③ The author and the user of map must have the knowledge, experience , skill and specialty in 

geographic environment spatial relation at their cognition region. Any limitation of the two 

sides for this will lead to cartographic information communication failure. 

④ The author and the user have the same or almost the same purpose, mission and requisition. 

A user need for traffic information may feel a piece of geologic map goes to nothing. 

These conventional cartographic communication theories are widely known and accepted and 

have far-reaching influences on cartographic theory and map production. With the application 

of computer technology in map making, such theory needs further perfect to keep up with 



technical development. 

2 computer-based cartographic communication theory 
(1) Cartographic communication model in digital condition 

It is generally agreed that cartographic information theory in digital mapping contains two 

models. One is static map communication model; the other is interactive map communication 

model. The transport process of these two modes is showed in figure 2 and figure 3. 
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Figure 2: The transmission model of the static map  

Following is the analyses to the two models:  

① the communication model of the static map: This is the most common computer-based 

cartographic information communication model, and its mode of communication is similar to 

conventional paper characteristic map has: Map maker forms mental map based on actuality 

geographic environment and formed a type of digital static map using his own protraction skill 

according to protraction language. According to these maps, user can decipher out mental map 

and obtain realistic geographic environment information. Yet there are some difference between 

them. 

·Cartography differs: It was through the medium of delineation or completely sculpt（contain 

editing with drafting and editing with sculpting）, then is plate making and printing for customer 



use' paper characteristic map, whereas under conditions of computer the cartography general is 

digitalization（whole digital photogrammetry, analyses mapping, track-while-scan, manual 

tracking etc）to get map data. 

·Map form differs: The user can only get paper characteristic map (including those printed on 

others material) through traditional method, and with the help of computer, user can get 

different types of map. The most common way is to get screen map showed on a computer 

monitor accompanied with additional information like sound and image. If needed, user can also 

get paper characteristic map by printing or plate making and printing.  

· Recognition mode differs: Digital map could supply polymorphous content at the same time 

and can given user outspend latitude’s recognition space. It also can help user form much more 

actual mental map from realism geographic environment. 
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Figure 3: Interactive cartographic communication model  

②  interactive map communication model: It is a type of new fashioned cartographic 

communication model. The mental map that map maker formed form the real world is used to 

form a type of interactive map through abstract approach accompanied with some kind of user 

interface by utilizing the map maker's protraction knowledge. User formed the mental map of 



the real world through the recognition of such interactive map. What is specific here is that there 

is a feedback link in the process of recognition. User can correct his mental map according to 

the interactive map and can make more use of interactive map using his own knowledge. 

(2) A new cartographic communication model in digital condition 

With the development of science and technology and the wide appliance of computer 

technology in cartographic field, many new fashioned cartographic products, for instance, 

different kinds of multimedia map, virtual reality (VR) and tridimensional map, has been 

developed. The form and function of these products have gone far beyond of tradition map and 

a type of new cartographic communication model is in great need of to explain the 

computer-based cartographic communication theory. 
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Figure 4: Computer-based cartographic communication model  

As showed in figure four, cartographer simply forms his own mental map from the real world, 

and through abstraction and contraction user interface to supply user with universal data and 

tools to make different kinds of map. The user can produce various type of maps he needed by 

processing the data. In this part, the function of simple cartographer has been much reduced. 

Some work of the cartographer's is now completed by map user, in other words, the map user is 



not simply an user ,but also is communed with map maker and can not be distinguished clearly. 

（This model only describes different kinds of new cartographic communication theory, not all 

cartographic communication theory）. 

The speciality of such new mode of communication can be analyzed in four aspects as follows: 

① Reduction of the cartographic information loss during the transporting process 

From the points of information transfer, cartographic information has its own speciality: Its 

capacity is made up of graphics and information. It is an open carrier, which means that the 

information contained in a map can be utilized by everyone who has the ability to and wants to 

use it. The process of such individual compilation and great master usage is called one-to-all 

process. Accordingly this kind of system is called one-to-all system. There are two kinds of 

cartographic information loss during the protraction information transfer process.  

· Information content conceptual loss 

· The loss caused by material handling 

The first type of loss is determined by the speciality of cartographic information transmission. 

Such loss has its purpose. To represent the interdependent spatial information with map, we 

must project three-dimensional spatial information to two-dimensional surface through certain 

mathematics theorem. On the other hand, it is impossible to represent all geographic 

environment information at limited map space and the filtration must be used to select the 

element need to be expressed. Conventional communication theory is helpless in this two 

aspects and computer-based communication theory can reduce or even avoid these problems to 

some extent. For instance, virtual reality (VR) can be used to solve the problem caused by 

two-dimensional display, that is to say, we can fix up the vice existed in two-dimension map 

utilizing the three-dimensional display technology. The loss caused by selected filtration using 

single scale map can be reduced by using multilevel scale map, which can not be accomplished 

in conventional communication theory. 

The material handling loss is caused by the limited capacity of a map. The feasibility of map 

denotation is restricted by map capacity and the map capacity is limited by the structure, size 

and chromatic of graphic symbol, in other words, it is limited by the map language used and its 

rule. Some other factors are the size of the map, the means that map to be used, the quality of 

the paper, the print technology and the amount of the color adopted etc. These can not be 



avoided in conventional cartographic communication theory. But computer-based 

communication theory could alleviate the influence to a great extent. Supported by the map 

database, more attribute information can be obtained compare to conventional map; on the other 

hand, electronic map can avoid the restriction in printing conditional of conventional map and 

express geo information and attribute information far better. 

② The improvement of communication efficiency 

Cartographic information communication efficiency points to average information content 

before information transfer subtract average information content loss during the transport 

process. Map making begins when a map maker wants to transfer some of his cognition to 

others. This transfer operation first requires the map maker form the concept of a map. The map 

maker must select, sort and simplify the spatial information which are the three main processes 

of forming concept of a map. These there processes are all have their own characteristic. In 

conventional cartographic information transport process, the map user is separated with map 

maker. Map maker can never know completely the purpose of map user, wherefore, the map 

formed after the three processes can not meet fully of the request of map user. The 

communication efficiency then is reduced. In the new communication model, map maker and 

user are communed together and are capable of express the content they needed completely in 

map. The communication efficiency is improved much in this way. 

③ The improvement of map-making efficiency 

Conventional cartography requires four processes. They are map design, map compilation, 

publish prepare and map print. Such technology can not meet the ever-growing requirement of 

modern economy, national defense, science and technology in the aspect of map-making quality 

and production cycle. With the development of computer technology automatic control 

engineering, map making technology has great change. The base process of modern 

computerized mapping can be divided into four stages: Redact preparing, digitalization, 

programming, computer processing and editing and graphic outputting. The efficiency of 

map-making is greatly improved in this way. In addition, in map updating, the predominance of 

this method is more evident. Unlike conventional approach that all process should be repeated, 

the new method only needs to add new content to original data to update the map. 

 



④ The influence over map design and compilation. 

Map design and compilation are the main task of map maker in conventional cartographic 

communication theory. Map makers form their own mental map from the real world and form 

the map using symbol system and cartographic convention according certain purpose. Map 

users can only use available maps. Yet in computer-based communication model, the only task 

of map makers is to supply map users with universal data and tools which are used to produce 

different type of maps through abstracting and constructing user interface. Map users share part 

work of map makers' to produce maps more suitable for their requirement. Therefore, compared 

to traditional theory, such new model has great change in map design and compilation. 

Map information's communication theory has profound impact to the development of cartology, 

it has important practical meaning. But up to now, this theory is not maturity completely. 

Wherefore it need to incorporation ultramodern map making technique to perfect and refill 

continually. So that it can supply theory direction to map making and application, promote the 

research of cartology theory. Based on synthesizing and analyzing different kinds of 

conventional communication model and combine with ultramodern map making technique and 

cartography theory, this article bring up a cartographic communication model that based on 

computer, it is a consummating to cartographic communication theory in new condition. 
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